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Texas does everything big, including statues of squirrels and pecans.
Texas is home to an abundance of pecan groves, which, in turn, brings an abundance of squirrels. Why
not erect a statue or three to them?
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I can't think of a reason why not.

RV Travel Tips for the Beginners

This brings me to the next stop on our journey: The Giant Squirrel in Sinton, Texas.

RV Travel Tips: How to Travel with Pets
Pros and Cons of Renting an RV

Agnes, the Giant Squirrel, is seen sitting in downtown Sinton, munching on a pecan. Some photos

Reasons Why RV Traveling is Growing Popular

show Agnes wearing a "straw" hat adorned with a long-stemmed flower. Although it was past

10 RV Camping Tips for Seniors

Christmas, and well into the next year at the time I visited, Agnes was wearing a Santa hat. Perhaps

RV Traveling - is it a Better Way to Travel?

Agnes is like those folks who prefer to leave the Christmas lights up long after the holiday, if only to
keep the festive spirit going a bit longer.

Our First Night Camping in Our New RV Travel
Trailer, a Starcraft AR-One

Drop in on Agnes, the giant squirrel, anytime and you may get to see her in one of her other hats. She's
munching on her pecan in front of Aunt Aggie De's Pralines at 311 W. Sinton Street in downtown
Sinton. You may get to see her in one of her other hats.
Join me on the next adventure as I visit three giant pecan sculptures in Seguin, Texas, one of which is
the world's largest.
To see many more photos, follow more of my weird, wacky, and wonderful RV adventures
on Flickr.
Read how it all began: Strange RV Encounters: An Introduction.
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In the summer of 2011, Juliana bought an RV, gave up most of her possessions and began traveling around the country
with her cat, seeing all the weird, wacky and wonderful roadside attractions. She writes... View profile

Electrical Safety in an RV
An RV should be a place of peace, fun and recreation. Paying attention to
electrical safety in an RV should be your first concern. Learn how to stay
safe and enjoy your RV.

Best Two Outdoor RV Campground Games
Corn hole and bolo toss are the two best campground games. The best
outdoor campground games for the RV travel trailer must be lightweight
and easily stored in small areas.

Van Dwelling with an RV Travel Trailer. is it Copping
Out?
The term Van Dweller is more a state of mind then a mode
of travel.
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